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Introduction

Service Overview

Altus are pleased to introduce our cost analytics and benchmarking service, specifically focusing on 
Lloyd’s Managing Agencies & Syndicates operating within Lloyds and the London Market.  A tiered service 
offering will help you understand your key KPI’s and cost base or how they compare to peers within the 
marketplace. A more comprehensive service offering is also available where we work with you to help 
design and implement efficiency opportunities and service improvements.

We have teamed up with Cognitive Risk, experts in Lloyds and the London Market, to help you 
understand your cost base and signpost the best operational approaches and capabilities to deliver an 
optimum performance within your business.

Introducing the Altus Cost Benchmarking Service …..
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Bespoke Stats Package

The bespoke stats package will provide analysis of 
annual returns for each syndicate since 2017.

We understand that not all Managing Agencies 
operate in a uniform way or write the same classes, 
which is why we let you select your peers for this 
exercise.

Identify opportunities for cost savings through insight 
into areas such as Operating Expenses and Claims 
Performance of your peers.

Ever wondered what your industry peers are 
doing…?

• Your data benchmarked against a cohort of 
your peers – client selects the peer group

• Your data benchmarked against the whole of 
market

• Trend Analysis – 3 year view
• High level commentary and analysis 
• Data presented in highly visual dashboards
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Ranking Key Cost Metrics

Using the Altus reference capability framework as a 
canvas, cost is broken down across major capability 
areas, giving a complete and comparable 
categorisation of costs.

In depth and actionable benchmarking, a selection 
of higher-level capabilities that are core (and in 
some cases exclusive) to the London Market 
Insurance industry have been selected for deeper 
analysis.

Service Overview

In depth, anonymised cost breakdown from a 
number of peers, to offer further insight to the 
London Market Insurance industry; the Altus Cost 
Benchmark.

Low cost, London Market Insurance specific 
exercise, to benchmark annual expenditure against 
your competitors.

Cost Benchmarking Package
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Programme

Altus approach 

Working in collaboration with the client we will 
provide a combination of highly skilled and 
experienced business & technical consultants.

Key deliverables split into work packages, detailing 
cost, benefits, scope and solution overviews.

Identify areas where technology can help drive 
efficiency.

Service Overview

We understand that driving improvement is about 
identifying costs against benefits, we are 
experienced in doing this and can provide easy to 
follow programmes from which you decide which 
items deliver the best return for your 
business model.

Detailed maturity assessment of your key 
capabilities utilising the Altus online capability 
maturity tool (PEAK) 

Service Improvement Programme
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Packages Available

Altus are pleased to offer the following packages to help you understand how your key KPI’s and 
management of your cost base compare to your peers, the broader market and we will work with you to 
deliver cost efficiencies across your business.

• Your data benchmarked against a 
cohort of your peers – client 
selects peer group

• Trend Analysis – 3 year view
• High level commentary and 

analysis 
• Data presented in both graphical 

& tabular view

One off Payment
Upgrade anytime

• Includes bespoke stats package
• In depth cost breakdown – split 

by capabilities
• Benchmark annual expenditure 

against your peers
• Identify opportunities for cost 

reduction
• Insight provided through analysis 

and commentary

Rolling Subscription
* No payment until 5 Managing Agencies 
signed up

• Includes Cost Benchmarking 
Service

• Detailed analysis of existing cost 
base 

• Work package breakdowns 
including cost, benefits, scope & 
solution overview

• Capability Maturity Assessment
• Continuous improvement plan

Payment terms to be agreed dependant on the 
nature of the review

For further info please contact Steve Whitfield on Stephen.Whitfield@Altus.co.uk

Cost Analytics and Benchmarking Packages

Bespoke Stats Package
£3k 

Cost Benchmarking 
Service

£10k p.a.*

Service Improvement 
Programme

POA 



Find out more:
altus.co.uk
01225 438 000
enquiries@altus.co.uk
https://www.altus.co.uk/altus-cost-analytics-benchmarking-service
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